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VTR BASED PCM RECORDER WITIt AN ERROR CORRECTION SCIIEME

Yoshinobu ISHIDA, Noohiro TOMIKAWA
Seiiki NISItI, and Satoshi KUNII

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

ABSTRACT

A digxta] audio system now includes a home use VTR as record
and reproduce media. In this system, audio signal is con-
verted into digital codes by PCM, which are again converted
such that the resultant signal be identJea] with NTSC TV
format. This insures ready use oF existing TV equipments,
their peripherals, and networks.
The paper mainly describes possible error detection and
correction schemes for dropouts, and choise criteria et
sampling rate.

1. Introduction

Recent progress in developing digital audi() recorders is
quite rapid and amazinG. This outstands the everlastinE
need For ultra HiFi sound recording and reproduction sys-
tem on part of both proffessiona] and consumer users.

Above all, consumer application © requires lower cost
and smaller size, observing the features of digits] record-
in_.

The paper describes the system designing[ of a VTR based
home use PCM recorder.
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2. SYSTEM DESIGNING

2-1 SPECIFICATION

The system designing that follows may be better understood
by listing the major specifications of the system at the
beginning.

SPECIFICATIONS

Channels 2 cH
With bias recording 1 cII

Frequency response DC-20 kHz (+0.5 dB)

Dynamic Range Better than 90 dB

Distortion Less than 0.03 %

Wow and Flutter Equivalent to crystal oscillator
accuracy

Sampling rate 44.0559 ktlz

ceding 13 bits ]ogica] eompanding

Dropout Compensation Correction by CRC and Parity

Signal Format NTSC TV format with video replaced
by PCM siena]

2-2 CtIOICE OF SAMPLING RATE

In choesing sampling rate Fs, the fo]lowinff requirements
were taken into consideration.

(1) Audio frequency band

As noted in (2-1), the audi(> frequency band is DC to
20 kHz. Shannon's sampling theorem indicates the
minimum sampling rate is twice the transmission band
width. IIowever, practica] designing of antialiasing
filter suggests the sampling rate chosen greater than
that calculated by the theorem.
Hence ,

Fs > 42'_43 kHz (1)

It should be noted that excessively high sampling rate
is not on]y useless but also results in raising bit
recording density, which must be avoided.

(2) Conversion of PCM signal to TV format

Since the recording mechanism is from a home use VTR
(Rotary two heads), the digitalized audio signal (PCM)
must be reformed into the standard TV signal format
with video signal part replaced by PCM signal. (Fig.l)
As shown in Fi_.l, TV signal has some blank space where
no data can be recorded. This space includes vertical
sync pulse, equalizing pulse, and head switching allow-
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ante .

The basic relationship between sampling rate F s and TV's
horizonta] sync frequency FH, in converting the PCM data
into TV format, is,

525-x
Fs = M'FH' 525 (2)

n
= M.?H._ (3)

where M: ToLal samples per line (.IH).
x: Tetal nonrecordable lines per frame.

n/m: Reduced :fraction.

Note. We assume NTSC TV format.

F}i=15;73426 kHz

To reduce bit rate as low as possible under observance of
equation (1), total samples M per line was chosen 3.
The equations other than eq. (1) may be found satisfying
requirements needed to convert PCM data to TV signal format,
yet they will brtng' about extremely complicated system and
so excluded :[or ._Jmplicity reason.
In equation (3), m and n should be chosen as small as pos-
sible to give freedom to the system designing as described
later.

The non recordable space per field inc]udes 9}I for equa-
lizing period, 3II for head switching' allowance, and addi-
tional 3_4 H for Some other purposes.
tlence

x _ 32 ti (4)

Table 2 shows possJb].e examp]es of x, m, n, and Fa .

Based on the above discussions, we chose 44.0559 kIIz as the
sampling rate. AS noted elsewhere, we assumed NTSC TV for-
mat. For monochrome 525 line and PAL/SECAM TV system, 4d.1
kHz will be suitable.

2-3 Nonlinear coding by logical companding

One of the conspicuous features of the PCM recording' is in
its etremely wide dynamic range reproduction capability.
As listed at the outset, we specified this by better than
90 dB to avoid probable clipping when recording ultrawide]y
dynamic programs. Simp]e solution to achieve 90 dB may be
the use of 16 bit A/D, D/A converters, yet they are very
expensive and contrary to bit rate reduction. This is
particularly true .in designJng a home use PCM tape recorders.
We now turned to the use of l'ar less expensive converters
(12 bits) along with logical companding method. Conventional
analog companding was not employed fer accuracy reason.
Fig.2 and Fig.3 show how the signa] is processed, When an
input signal stays _n the Range (I), Range detector generates
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"1", actuating' the selector to pass the amplified signal
by m to the A/D convertor (12 bits), while Jn Range (ii),
"o", non amplified signs] is selected. This means the S/N
of a small signal under the ]eve]. of Fs/m is improved by
the 6actor m, because the amplification before A/D conver-
sion gets the signal through more quantizing steps than
otherwise, hence higher resolution.
ResuJted dynamic ranfi'e is 86 dB for m=4, and 92 dB for m=8
theoretically. We chose the latter one.

2-4 Error Correction Scheme

2-4-1 The Nature 0£ Tape Dropouts

In PCM recording, data errors caused by inherent tape
dropouts must be perfectly controlled to avoid serious
deterioration in the quality of reproduced sound. To de-
sign the suitable error control system, it is inevitable
to know the nature of the tape dropouts. They have a dis-
tribution from very short, say a single bit size to some
hundred_ of bits size. The distance between 'two consecutive

dropouts is enormously long. This sort of data error is
known to be a burst error. The burst distribution can be

observed on the TV screen because in our system, the same
cassettee tape ]'or VTR is used,

2-4-2 Limitation of Error Concealment (3)

The simple error concealment method is to rep]ace the error
data by mean values or repeated data of the adjacent correct
data. This method is more improved when combined with in-
terleaving or reordering of data before recorded so that
burst error is seg'mented, scattered, and transformed into
small size random error.

IIowever, concealment system, :fundamentally generates noise,
and is not suf'fieient for recording music programs having
high frequency components. In partieuler, sine wave can
not, be reproduced by this system wi thout audible concealing
noise,

2-4-3 Error Correction

There are many error correctinf_ codes ever developed mainly
in the :field of computers. However they are not usually
suitable to cope with video tape dropouts affecting some
hundreds of bits.
The simplest error correction method for the burst error is
double recording. In this method, the real time data and
its delayed are time division multiplexed (TDM) and record-
ed on thc? tape. (Fig.d) Thus reproduced data stream con-
tains the same information doubled, Consequently, even if
a burst takes place and damages some portion of data, the
same data recorded on the different part of the tape, will
be the correct data with very high probability. Then, the
correct data stream is reproduced.
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The double recording Js simple and effective. But it
raises the bit rate because the same data is recorded two
times.

2-4-4 Less Redundant Error Correction (4)

To reduce the bit rate, it is not wise to record the same
data twice. Instead, the parity bits P is Eenerated based
on the fo]lowinE equation.

Pn = hnQRn (mod2) (5)

Now, the data recorded on the tape consists of only {Ln} ,
{Pn}, and {Rn) , where {Pn} and {Rn} are delayed by _ and
2A respectively, before recording.(Fig.5) Then due to the
delay effect mentioned above, a burst error is scattered
to be a random error. As understood from the nature of the
burst error distribution, it is rare to have more than one
damaged out of Ln, Pn, Rn recorded on the three different

spaced points on the tape at the same time. Then, if the
damaged data is only one, it ]s perfectly corrected by
modulo two addition of other correct two data. Concealment
method is applied if more than one data is damaged.

2-4-5 Error Detection

The simple error detection is done by a single parity method.
But its detection probability is only 1/2, and too vulnerable
to burst errors in question. We used CRC (Cyclic Redundancy
Character) check method, quite powerful for burst error
detection. The generating polynomial G(x) is,

G(x)= X_6 + Xl_ + Xs + 1 (6)

Note: Based on CCITT V. 4].

1

The detection probability of this is better than (1-_).

2-5 Data Format

With the chosen sampling rate, total, bits per sample, and
L, P, R error correction method, we are now ready to Form
an exact PCM signal based on the NTSC TV :Format.
1H contains 3 audio samples From L cH and R cH, respective-
ly, 3 parity samples, and 16 bits CRC, totaling ]33 bits at
]east. Furthermore close to 17% of 1H should be provided
for II blanking period.
Then,

N2_160 (7)

Where N: total b_ts per line

Now let Fc be the bit rate, then,

Fc= NFh (8)
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Equations (2) and (S) reduce to,

15
Fc = N ._ Fs (9)

Note: M=3, x=35

N should be the multiple of 14 to reduce the clock rate Fc.
Hence facilitatin_ the production of a crystal oscillator,

and simple system designing. The best couple of Fc and N
is,

Fc = 2.64MBPS (10)

N = 168 bits (Il)

A home use VTR can handle this bit rate without any
remodeling. Fig.6 shows the eye diagram of the replayed
data. Fig.7 shows the complete data format recorded in iH.

Fig. S shows the schematic block diagram.
3. Conclusion

System designing for a VTR based PCM tape recorder was
described. S!.,ce the signal format recorded on the tape is
exactly based on the standards of NTSC TV signal, the sys-

tem i_sread[ly used for many applications, such as transmis-
sion of audi() PCM over television networks, etc.
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Fig.6 EYE DIAGRAM

crc [_ I P IRIf_ Ip I RIL I I_I_ crc]
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Note: 1II=63.556ps, 1D=379ns.

Fig.7 COMPLETE ]II FORMAT.
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